Installation - Heritage Rainwater Pipe

Heritage traditional rainwater pipes have cast pipe sockets either with ears for wall fixing or without for use with pipe
clips. Installation is generally from the eaves downward.
Where sockets are supplied separately these must be lightly driven home into the rainwater pipe using a softwood block
or adequate protection at the pipe end to prevent damage. Saw cuts must be square and free from dents and burrs. A
light application of silicone sealant must be applied to both surfaces to ensure a waterproof seal.
Pipe Alignment

Outlets and Offsets

Pipe Jointing and Fixing

Backing
foam

Silicone

Gully alignment

Where square or rectangular pipes are being
installed and offsets are required,
alignment between the gutter outlet and
gully must be exact.
Round pipe systems are more flexible to
install and offsets can be adjusted and
“swung” into alignment with the gully
position.

Pipe Clips

Commence installation from the gutter
outlet by fitting and adjusting the one part
or two part offsets.
Check vertical plumb line positioning and
seal spigot and socket joints using DOW791
silicone sealant.

Allow a 4mm expansion gap between pipe
end and socket, and insert a 6mm backing
foam into the pipe joint. Seal with DOW 791
silicone sealant.
Fix to wall at 2m centres using No12 x
50mm screws. Eared sockets have elongated
fixing holes to permit the use of pipe nails.

Bends and Branches

Shoes and Access Pipes

Bends and branches are secured into the
pipe socket. Where additional fixing is
required e.g a change of direction at a
bend, use additional pipe clips.

At ground level rainwater pipes can
terminate with a shoe for free discharge
over a gully or be directly connected into
the gully.

2m max

Where uneared pipework is being used it
must be secured at maximum 2m centres.
Pipe clips should be chosen according to
visual or practical considerations and
comprise Standard Base, Small Base and
Extended Base options.

In the case of direct connections it is
recommended that an access pipe fitting is
included within 750mm of ground level.
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